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Somewhere in the world there is a mate for whom we sigh,
Some-time we will meet one our

Some-time we will find one who

heart to satisfy,
Just as the clouds are rent a-part,
By the sun that shines above,
So makes our life complete,
Just as a storm will die a-way,
So our heart will still all strife,

For

all our cares will fade a-way,
When we meet the one we love,
when we meet the one we love, We will rest content with life.
CHORUS  

Some - where, some - where, the hap - py time will be, Some -

time, some - time, for you and me, In the

course of life's long jour - ney, We will kneel at Cup - id's shrine, When we

meet the one we love, Some where, some - time. -time.
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